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Indians and Empires on the Mid
Atlantic Frontier from 1700-1763
The Mid Atlantic Frontier: A Melting Pot of Cultures and Conflicts

The mid-Atlantic frontier during the 1700s to 1763 was a dynamic and tumultuous

period in American history. It was a time when various Native American tribes,

European empires, and colonists clashed, vying for control and dominance over

the rich lands and resources of this diverse region.

Diverse Native American Tribes Unite and Resist

Native American tribes had inhabited the mid-Atlantic region long before the

arrival of Europeans. They had established their own thriving civilizations, with

unique cultures, languages, and ways of life. However, as European

encroachment increased, various tribes began to form alliances and seek unity to

defend their territories.

The Iroquois Confederacy, consisting of the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga,

Cayuga, and Seneca tribes, played a significant role in the region. Their

confederacy, often referred to as the "League of Five Nations," allowed them to

maintain a strong defense against European colonizers.
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Other tribes such as the Lenape, Shawnee, and Susquehannock also played

important roles in the region's history and engaged in various alliances and

conflicts with both Native American and European powers.

European Empires Compete for Dominance

While Native American tribes fought to protect their territories, European empires

had their own ambitions in the mid-Atlantic region. The British, French, and Dutch

all sought to expand their colonial possessions and increase their wealth through

trade and resources.

The British Empire, with its strong naval power, had a significant presence in the

region, especially along the eastern seaboard. The French, on the other hand,

established strategic alliances with Native American tribes, particularly through

their fur trading networks.

The Dutch, although their influence had diminished by this period, still had a

foothold in the region, with New Amsterdam (present-day New York City) as their

main settlement.

Conflicts and Wars Shape the Mid Atlantic Frontier
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The struggle for dominance in the mid-Atlantic frontier led to numerous conflicts

and wars that had a lasting impact on the region's history.

The French and Indian War (1754-1763) was one of the most significant conflicts

during this period. It was fought between the French and their Native American

allies against the British and their Native American allies. The war, which was part

of the larger Seven Years' War, ultimately resulted in British victory, setting the

stage for their dominance in the region.

Another notable conflict was Pontiac's Rebellion (1763-1766), led by the Ottawa

chief Pontiac. This rebellion aimed to drive British forces out of Native American

territories in the Great Lakes region, including parts of the mid-Atlantic. Although

the rebellion was ultimately suppressed, it highlighted the Native American

resistance against European colonization.

Discover the Legacy of Mid Atlantic Frontier

The history of Indians and empires on the mid-Atlantic frontier from 1700-1763 is

a compelling tale of cultural encounters, conflicts, and resilience. Exploring this

period allows us to gain a deeper understanding of the diverse forces at play

during the formation of early America.

From the Native American tribes forming alliances to resist European

encroachment, to the competition between European empires seeking

dominance, each aspect of this history contributes to the intricate tapestry of the

mid-Atlantic frontier.

By studying this period, we can appreciate the cultural diversity and complexities

that shaped the region, and recognize the lasting legacies that continue to

influence the mid-Atlantic area today.
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Examining interactions between native Americans and whites in eighteenth-

century Pennsylvania, Jane Merritt traces the emergence of race as the defining

difference between these neighbors on the frontier.

Before 1755, Indian and white communities in Pennsylvania shared a certain

amount of interdependence. They traded skills and resources and found a

common enemy in the colonial authorities, including the powerful Six Nations,

who attempted to control them and the land they inhabited. Using innovative

research in German Moravian records, among other sources, Merritt explores the

cultural practices, social needs, gender dynamics, economic exigencies, and

political forces that brought native Americans and Euramericans together in the

first half of the eighteenth century.
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But as Merritt demonstrates, the tolerance and even cooperation that once

marked relations between Indians and whites collapsed during the Seven Years'

War. By the 1760s, as the white population increased, a stronger, nationalist

identity emerged among both white and Indian populations, each calling for new

territorial and political boundaries to separate their communities. Differences

between Indians and whites--whether political, economic, social, religious, or

ethnic--became increasingly characterized in racial terms, and the resulting

animosity left an enduring legacy in Pennsylvania's colonial history.
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